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This study was initialed by Dr. Brain Titus who is employed with Forestry Canada.
Or. T itus was interested in the effects of fertil izers on blaclr: spruce seedli ngs in the
presence of a sburb, Kalmia angustifolia. which is thought to inhibit spruce growt h.
Statistical analysi s is presened to evaluate the differences between fenilizers for their
contribution in promoting tree growth.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
I.l BACKG ROUN D
With the Newfoundland economy depending greatly on the forest industry it is
imponant that successful reforestation be carried out on sites that have been harvested.
However. within the forests of Newfoundland and other parts of Eastern Canada a shrub
(Kalmiaangustifolia L.. hereafter referred to as Kalmia) is alleged to restrain the growth
of black spruc e (Pieta mariana (Mill.) B.S.P,) and other varieties of trees (Mallik. 1987).
The Kalmia plant is a low. erect, woody shru b up to one meter in height. and is green in
colour but turns a reddish-brown in late fall (Hall, Jackson and Everett 1913). It is
hypothesizedthat Kalmia inhibits black growth throughone or both of the followingtypes
of competition, Resource (or Exploitative) and Alfelopathiccompetition. Tihnnn (1988)
defines these types of competition as follows:
1. Resource competition occurs when one plant inhibits another plant through
consumptionof limiting resources.
2. A/lelopathjc competi tion occurs when one individual releases a compound that in
some way inhibits growth or increases mortali ty of other plants .
For more discussio n on these two types of com petition see Walstad and Kuch (1981) .
If one or both of the above types of compe tition is the cause of Kalima- induced
growth inhibition in black spruce. fertilizatio n may be a solution. To test this hypothesis
and 10 decide which. if any. combinatio ns of fertil izers prove effective in promoting black
spruce tree growt h. a gree nhouse experiment was designed by Or. B. D. Titus and Dr. A.
U. Mallik.
Before the experiment was carried out, Kalmia plants were collected from the
Botwood area on the fourteenth and fifteenth of September 1987. They were placed in
pots (diameter 28.9 cm and depth 21.5 em) and then stored at the Forestry Canada
Badger Field Station waiti ng transpcrtancn. While stored each pot received water until
they wen: deli vered to foTesny Canada greenhouse located in St, Joh n's on the eighteenth
of September .
In the fall of the same year 240 black spruce seedlings wen: harvested and stored
in a cold room awaiting planting. Before the seedlings were planted. seven pre-
expee mencu variables tcovartaes)were measured . The covariates and a brief descriptio n
of each follows:
1.~ This measurement was done by displacement i.e. tlJl~ difference in
the weight of a large beaker of water before and after the root system was immersed
(,m').
2. Total seedling fresh weight: Weight of each seedling at time of planting (g).
3. Root length : length of largest root (em).
4. ~m length: measured from the base of the tree to the tip (em).
5. First root collar diameter meaSUretTll;;t1t : first measurement of the seedling's stem
diameter at the base of the stern (em).
6. Second root collar diameter measurement: second measurement of thc seecuog's
stem diameter at the base of the stem (em),
7. Height of seedling : above ground height of each individual seedling at time of
planting (em).
The procedure for arranging the experimental units, i.e. the pots containing the
Kalmia plants, within the greenhouse was as follows: 48 pots were selected from the
previously collected Kalmia plants. Each of the pots was numbered from I to 48 and
then each was assigned randomly to the six rows and eight treatments. Next, the
treatment locations were randomly assigned within a row. Finally, the 240 black spruce
seedlings were planted in groups of five in each pot.
Seven fertilizers and a control were used in the experiment. The fertilizers
consisted of all possible combinations of threemajor nutrients, N (ammonium nitrate), P
(super triplc phosphate) and K (potash). These combinations arc denoted by:
I. 000 - Co:urol
2. NOO • ammonium nitrate
3. OPO . phosphate
4. OOK · potash
5. NPO - ammonium nitrate + phospha te
6. NOK - ammonium nitrate + potas h
7. a PK - phosphate + potash
8. NPK - ammonium nitrate + phosphate + potash
Th e above fertilizers were used in liquid form in order to minimize the disturbance and
potential damage 10 the seedlings, Kalmia and soil microbes.
The fertilizer dosage (equivalen t to 150. 160 and Jooleghal of e1emenral N, P and
K. respectively) was calculated as follows:
I. Bucket diameter '" 28.50 cm
Bucket radius '" 14.25 em
Surface area of bucket '" 1t X r - n; x (14.25)2
2. Equivalent to:
150 kg haol eleoental N '" 0 .9569 g bucker '
160 kg ha" e1emcntal P • 0.3828 g bucker'
100 kg ha·1 elemental K ,. 0.6379 g bucker'
3. Percent nutrie nt content of fertilizers :
N (ammonium nitrate)
P (superaiple phosphate)
K (poushl
4. Weight of ferti lizers:
N: Uill'"'~
x 100
P : ~. 20.07
100
K :~. 49.81
100
: 34.50 " N
= 46 % P/J , = 20.07 % P
: 60 .., K,O .49.81.., K
K. '" 16.64 g replicate"1
K. '" 11.44 g replicate"
K.=7.68 g replicate"'
The environme nt of the greenhouse consisted of eighteen hours of light perday at
a temperature of 2S degree s celsius. In the night the tempera ture was lowered to 20
degrees celsius. Th e rela tive humidity of the greenhouse wa s kept constant at 60%.
Automated watering of the seedlings was carried OUt twice a week in the morning for two
minutes per event.
The seedlings' heights were measured every three weeks up to and includin g week
32. which was the tenni nation da te for the experi ment.
1.2 GRAPHICAL DISPLAY OF TREATMENT MEANS
Grow th curves for each of the seven ferti lizer treatment means over the six. rows
are displayed individual ly with the control group over time (Figure s I to 7). Figure 8
displays all of the treatment group means over time. From this figure one should notice
that the heights attained for treatment means containing N (ammonium nitrate) tend to be
greater than those that do not contain N. From this it was decided to break the treatments
into two groups, the first comp riseri of treatments containin g N nnd the second without
N (Figure 9). By viewing Figure 9 a difference in the growth curves of these two groups
is indeed noticeable, especially after the period of 24 weeks .
For the purpose of this study we will on ly beconcentrating on the final seedl ings'
heights . We will be interested in the effects of the different fertilizers on the height of
the seedlings at week 32.
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1.3 PLAN OF THE STUDY
Four questions were posed by Dr. Titus concerning this experime nt.
They were:
I. Is then: any effect due 10row positioning 7
2. For future studies are all or any of the covenaes listed in Section 1.1
worth measuring 1
3. Is lhere any treatrre nt effect ?
4. If the answer to question 3 is yes, which treatments are more effective
in promoting tree growth?
Theanswers to these four question s provides the framework for this project. Chap ter 2
consists of regression analysis using the final heig ht of the seedlings at the conclusion of
the experime nt as the dependent variable. Least squares will be used 10provide answers
to Dr. Titus' first three question s. Chapter 3 is concerned with multiple comparison
procedures. Th ese procedures are useful in determining which.of the treatment effects
are significan tly differen t from each other. These prccedures will be used only if the
answer to Dr . Titus' third question is favourable. The final chapte r will provide a non-
parametric analy sis of the data. It will dealwith ANCQVA through the use of rank s.
17
CHAPTER 2
DATA ANALYSIS
1.1 INTRODUCTION
The analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) procedure may beviewed a~ 11com binatio n
of two well known stati stical tec hniques . analysis o f variance (ANOVA) and regress ion
analysis. This Sla lCmC n t will become clear after the ANCOVA model is defined in 2.3.
Some of themain rea sons for using ANCOVA are given by Huitc:ma (1980 ):
"When the dts; gn involves the random assignment of subjec ts to
treatments, the inaeuc in poweris themajor pay off in selecting
analysis of covariance. That is. the size: of the:error term is smaller
with the use of ANCOVA rather than ANOVA if certainconditions are
met, At the stmc time. the ANCOVA procedure includes an adjuSlmem
of treatment effect that reduces bias that may be cau sed by pretrea tment
differences between groUpS.-1
By using ANCOVA we reduce preee cnne m differences that may exist by reducing the
error term, Therefore even before an experiment begins, i.e. before treatments are
administeredto thesubjects. there mayalreadyexist differencesbetweenthe groupsunder
' Huitema, Bradley E.. 'A nalysis of Covariance and its Ahcmativcs', 19&0, p.13
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study. If group differences existed before the experiment started and one detects group
differencesafter the experimentconcludes,how can wedistinguish betweentreatmentand
pretreatme nt effects? The following exampl e is give n to il1i1sttale this point. Suppose
we lake one of our pre-experimental variables (covariates), say X7• which is the initial
height of the seedli ng before planting , One will agree that there will exist differences in
the initial heights of the seedlings simply because the seedlings' heights are not uniform,
thus implying that there are differences in the pretreatment group means. AI the
conclusion of this experiment one may find significan t d.if~~rences in the treatment group
means by wayof ANDVA. Uthis happens can one attribute the significantgroupmeans
to treatment effects alone or does X, playa role? One has to lake the possible covariate
effect into consideration.
Analysis of covariance deals with this problem simply by eliminating the covariate
effect and then proceeds to anlJ ;n.e the data to detect differences among the adjusted
rreeurenr group means. Adjusted treatment means are defined as the treatment means
atrer they have been adjusted for the covariate effect, i.e. after covariate effect has been
removed.
2.2 PR ELIMINARY ANALYSIS
One should note that all of the seedlings in one of the 48 pots used in the
experiment died . In order to correct for this. an estimate of the mean value for these five
sc:edlings will be calculated. The idea is to ce.culare an estimate for the missing data
19
point and use it throughout the analysis. This estimated mean value will restore balance
to theexperimentaldesign, i.e.sample sizeswill all beequal amongthe treatmentgroups.
The only change in theanalysis is tha t one degree of freed om from the error term is lost.
The methodology used for this calculation is discussed by Hicks (1982). For more details
on the calculation of this estimate see Appendix A.
Before any analysis on treatment effects can proceed one must provide answers to
the first two questions listed in 1.3. First let us recall that Question I asks if there is any
row effect present in the data. This simply means "does the placement of the pots used
in the experiment in someway affect the final height of the seedlings 7". To find the
answer to this question one may use a partial F test. This test consists of fitting tWO
models to a set of data. The first is called a full model and contains the complete set
variables (k - variables) under study . and the second is referred to as the reduced me-let,
and contains a subset of these variables (g • variables). A partial F test determinc:s
whethc:r or not the coefficiems of the g + 1 to k parameters are equal to zero. The partial
F test may be summarized as follows :
COMPLETEMODEL
REDUCED MODEL
20
~ : p••• - 1} ••2- . . . - fik - 0
HA : at least one of these ¢ 0
F - (SSE, ·SSE,J /(k - g)
SSE, / n - (k + 1)
where
SSE1 sum of squared errors for the reduced model
SS~ sum of squared errors for the full model
k - g the number of Pparame ters given by Ho
k + 1 the number of f} paramet ers given by the
lmpl ete model
the number of observations
The above F follows a F distribution with degrees of freedom equal to VI =k • g and
v2 .. [n - (k + I)J,
One should note that the partial F test determines whether or not a group of
coefficients associated wirh their respective variables are equal to zero or not. If the
coefficients are indeed equal to zero, further investigation can be used through lile use of
21
sequential sum of squares . The group of g + I to k varia bles each have one degree of
freedomand thustheir individual conuibutionshouldbeaddressed. Inorder10determine
an answer to this questio n, the following model~ were developed The full model
compriscs of all the varia bles (see p. 3) under study and takes the following Conn :
COMPLETEMODEL
y • ~o ... !lIT, ... P2T:t ... p,T, ... P.T.... ~ sT, ... 13,Ts " p,T, ...
p~ ... P~I'" Pto"SIi + PII~'" Pl~ '" P13X. ", PURl +
I!"R,. '" PI'&'t PI1R. + PuR, '" e .
where
XI root volume
J4 fresh weight of seedling
X, roo t length
"" stem length
XS/i root collar diameter. from average of ~ and X,
X, initial seedli ng height
random error
{ I if ithRl • 0 O/w i - 1.2.3.4,5
T, - { if nh treatme ntO/w r - 1.2,3.4,5.6.7
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Next let us consider the reduced model which contain s a subset of the variables
contained in theabove model.
REDUCEDMODEL
y - Po -t P IT, ... 11 2T2 ... 113T, ... Il.T. ... PsT, ... PoT• .,. Jl,T, ...
P.", ... ll~ ... iii;; ... PIIX. ... PI2XS6 ... Ill!"" .,. E.
By comparing these two mode ls we are in fact testing the null hypothesis Ho: P.4
'" Pu = PI6'" PI? =Pl. '" O. These Ii coefficien ts represent the row effect in the model.
The ANOVA tables generatedfrom fittingthe two models by least squares is summarized
in Table 2.1. From this table one should note that the row effect comprises of 5 degrees
of freedomwith sums of eqearesequal to 68.413. Thepartial F test proves to be non-
significant and the further partitioningof this five degrees of freedom into five separate
components reveals that the position of me48 pots does not contribute to final seedlings'
heights. This provides an answer to question number 1 in Section 1.1.
23
TABLE 2 1
ANOYA SUMMARY TA BLE
Source <If SS MS
Regn:ssion (r) 13 845.86 65.07
Regression (c) 18 914.631 50.793
Error(,) 33 358.05 10.85
Error(c) 28 289.637 10.344
Roweffect
Total
NS ""non-significant
r = reduced model
c = complete model
46
68.413
1203.910
13.683
Aim eliminating the variable! lIlat represented the row effect we next bring our
attention to the covariates. The secondquestion that Dr. Titus wanted an answer to was
to determine which. if any, of the covartares am importanL For this we decided to test
to see if thecovariate effects are significantly different from zero. This question may
also beansweredthrough the method of a partial F test. To test this hypothesis. consider
24
the followingtwo models :
COMPLETE MODEL
y.. Po'" PITI ... P2T2 ... P,T, ... P.T.... PsT, ... P.T, .. P,T, f-
PcaX, ... p~ ... P1aX,'" PIlX. ... P l~" + pnx,.,. E.
REDUCEDMODEL
In this situationwe are testingthe hypothesisHo: ~ '" p,:::: Ill, '" PI! '"PI2= Pit" O.
The results of nmning the above two models is summarizedbelow in Table 2.2. The
partialF test showsthat the overallcovariatceffectis non-significant but further testing
reveals that the covariate X, by itself is highly signifkant Out of the seven covedees
measuredbeforeplanting(see p. 3), onlyX, (initialheight)is worthkeeping for further
analysis of the data. Forfutureexperiments of thistype onemay on.ly wantto measure
the initialheightof the seedlings.
25
TABLE 2.2
ANOVA SUMMARY TABLE
Soun:e <If SS MS
Rcgrt ssion(r) 703.09 100.44
Regression(c) 13 845.86 65.07
Error (r) 39 500.82 12.84
Brror(c) 33 358.05 10.85
Covariareeffect
x,
X,
X~
X,
X,
X.
Total
NS :: non-significant
46
142.77 23.795 2.19'"
99.45 99,45 9.16"
1.23 1.23 < 1'"
1.85 1.85 < tNS
1.60 1.60 < tNS
38.25 38.25 3.52'"
0.35 0.35 < tNS
1203.91
_. :: significant at a = 0.01
r =reduced model
c =complete model
26
1.3 ANCOVA ~ A REGRESSION APPROACH
The one-'(lay analys is of covariate model with one co variate is defined by:
Y1J-Il, "''t, +"! (X- X) ,!,E 1J •
where
YIJ lth jth observation
Il. overall mean
't,. t'" trea tment effect
regression coefficient for the covariate tenn
X covariateof interest
X meanof covariate of interest
f1J random error
Et,. o.
The usual one-way analysis of variance as is for the analysis of covariance is
concerned with tcsting the null hypothesis Ito : 1; I .. t Z .. • • • -'t r .. 0 for r
treatment groups.
As with any other statistical technique. certain assumptions must apply. The
followingare four assumptions that are associatedwith analysis of covariance. These
assumptions will bepresented here anddiscussedlaterin Section 2.4. Theassumptions
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are (sec Hu itema (1980) andNeier and Wasserman (1914 » :
1. Error erm has a normal di stribution.
2. Trntment groupshave equal variances.
3. Treatment groupshave equal regression slopes.
4. Regn:u ion relationship is linear.
In order to test the hypothesis of equal treatme nt means a linear regression mode l was
deve loped. let us conside r the transfonnation.
21J - Xlj - X.._
Next let us use r , 1 indicalOl'variables to desaibe the r treatment group effects.
T _ { I if 1st treatment is selected
• 0 OIW
T _ { t if (r - l ) th treatment is selected
._1 0 OIW
With theseabovemodificationstheone-wayanalysis of covariate model may be rewritten
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The R:lationsbip between these two model may be express by
Il. Jl. +"1:,
Il, 'tJ - 1, j"'l.... . r·l
jl, y.
For our experiment we have eight treatment groups and onc covariate, X,. With this
informationthe model that we an: interested in takes the following fonn:
where
T, - { if lst treatment is selectedO/W
T {I if 7th treatment is selected
7" 0 or«
z" - x, - x .
In order to test to see if the treatment effects are significant we simply test the null
hypothesisthat Ho: \3\ =~ = Pi= \34 '" 13, "" \36= f!J :0 0 for the abovemodel. In order
to test this hypothesis the followingtwo models wereconstructed. The results of running
a least squares regression procedurefor the two modelsis summarized in Table 2.3.
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a least squar:.,:rsgression procedure for the two models is summarized in Table 2.3.
COMPLETE MODEL
REDUCED MODEL
Y - Il.Z + e .
TABLE 2.3
ANOVA SUMMARY TABLE
Source
Regression (!')
Regression (c)
Em>" (r)
Em>" (c)
Treatment effect
Total
df
45
38
46
SS
116.46
802.55
1087.44
401.36
686.08
1203.910
'IS
116.46
100.32
24.17
10.56
98.01 918"°
• • := significant at a = 0.01
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r - reduced model
c '" complete model
Since the F value is significant we conclude that Ill, ~. 1l:J, P4' p}. P60 ~ are not equal
to zero. This implies that there are indeedsigniftcant hUtment effects.
Another way to analyze the data is through the use of a 23 factorial design. Table
2.4 present.' a detail breakdownof the three main trealIl'lCnt nutrients (Nt P and K). Also
prescnt in the table is the contribution of the covariate.~. From this table it is clear (i)
the nutrients of N and P prove 10 be significant and (li) the covariate X, is highly
significant.
In order to determinewhich of these treatment effects significantlydiffer from each
other. multiple comparisons tests will be used. As ~viously noted this topic will be
discussed and illustrated in Chapter 3. Thus Chapter 3 will provide an answer to Dr.
Titus' final question.
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TABLE 2.4
ANOVATABLE FOR2J
FACTORIALEXPERIMENT
Source <If SS MS
Main effects 602.58 200.86 19.02"
N 530.14 530.14 50.20"
P 67.45 67.45 6.38'
K 4.99 4.99 O.47~s
Two-way effects 99.87 33.29 3.15"
NxP 19.69 19.69 L86N1
NxK 9.69 9.61 a.9INS
PxK 70.52 70.52 6.67"
1bree-way effects
NxFxK 0.70 0.70 O.06NS
Covariate
X, 99.39 99.39 9.40"
Enor 38 401.43 10.56 9.40
ToU! 46 1203.91
NS = non-significant
.. = sigificantat a =0.01
• '"significantat a "" 0.05
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2.4 ASSUMPTION TESTING
This sectionis c:oncemcdwith the verificalion0{ the assumptionsstatedin Section
2.3. Ieis important 10verify theassumptionsassociated with • statistical test in order to
validatetheatadstic.a.l analysis. If we fIndany depanures of these assumptions we should
evaluate its effect on our statisticalanalysis.
2.4.1 Error Term is Nonnal
This assumption may be verified in several ways either through a graphical display
of the residuals or a man: formal procedure. The histogramof the residuals associated
with me fitted model (Figure 2. 1) doe.. I~ to be normal Ncter and Wassennan
(1977) suggest that one may use a goodnessof fit test 10 determine whether or nOlthe
error term has • normal distribution. One may either perform a chi-square or I
Kolmogorov-Smimov(K·S) lest on lIIeresiduals to check this assumption. A K-5 test
based on die residuals yieldeda p-vaIucof 0.438. which is large cnough to indicate that
the assumption of normally has nee been violated.
FIGURE 2.1
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2.4.1 HOMOGENEITY OF TREATMENT GROUP VARIANCES
Huitema (J98O) describes a medJodo]ogy for testing the assumption of equal
treatment group variances. The test is based upon Bonfenooi's F. dislribution.
Huitcmas' procedurefor this test consists of fout steps :
I. The residual sum of squares by group around the pooled within-group slope is
computed. TIle fonnula forthis quantity is :
jth groupSSres'" (1 - r~)L yJ1
where
r;' .. L xY.
Jfx~) ~Y~)
where
2: XYJ - D<Y- (2: xJ) (2: YJ)
oJ
for j - I • . ..• r
3S
where
for j ~ i • . . . • r
where
for j . I , .. .• r.
2. S l
JJ
I. is calculated next, which is me estimationof the conditional variance
for each of the r groups. For the [rh group, S2'1I. is found by dividing the
residual sum of squares by its degrees of freedom oJ • 1 • c. The quantities
OJ and c denote the sample size for the jth group and the number of covariates
respectively.
3. The F ratio, Fl ' is calculatedby dividing the largest variance estimate S1' 1'- by
the smallest value 5 2" °_ foundedin Step 2.
4. 11K: F value found in 3 is compared with a Bonfenuni Fa value equal to
FB (a/2, C,. I....I · ! . . . . ...._ . I • • )
wherec = [r(r - lJ]/2.
Complete detailsfor tlLis test aregiven in Appendix A. Thevalue of Fa is found10be
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eq ual to 38.14. If this value is comp ared wi th F&(aIl, c."Iort-t"I . .. -l • • j ' where c c
r(r· 1)/2 '" 28 we will find that it is less than F B(.os. 3. 4, 4) " 41.09 and thus one may
conclude that [be assumptionof equal conditionalvariances has been validatedat the ten
percent level.
Neter and Wasscnnan (1971) suggest that the assumptions of parall el slopes and
linearity may also be e sed by the usc of the partialF test, which was di scussed in third
sectio n of Chapter 2.
2.4.3. TEST OF PARALLEL SLOPES
This assumptionis concern with testing to sec if the slopes of the regression lines
that represe nt the treatment groups are parallel. This is equivalent to testin g to see if their
is any interaction effect present in the model. If we use a partial F first to test this
assumption wemust first determine the complete and reduced models.
COMPLETE MODEL
Y ... l!o" !l.Tr " ~1T2 .. 13,T, ... Il.T. "" Il,TJ + (!6T6 ... P,T, ... 1l.Z. +
13 ,T1Z + IlloT;Z + l3uT]Z + 1312T.Z + 13 13T,Z .. 1314T6Z + PuT,Z + £ •
REDUCED MODEL
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If we comparethesetwo models we arelesting thatflo: l3. "" 1310 = 1311 = 1312 = l3.s= J314
"" ~15 = O. This hypothesis is in facttesting theassumption of parallel slopes. The
resultsobtained fromrunning regression analysis 111 thesetwo models arcsummarized
in Table 2.5.
TABLE2.5
ANOVASUMMARY TABLE
Source df S8 MS
Regression(r) 802.55 100.32
Regression (e) [5 :2.844 60.856
Error(r) 38 401.36 10.56211
Error(r) 3[ 291.066 9.38921
Interaetioncffea 110.294 15.756 1.67NS
T,Z 0.979 0.979 c 1
T,z 4.058 4.058 c 1
T,z 67.501 67.501 7.20'
T.Z 0.067 0.067 < 1
T,2 ID.201 10.201 1.08
T,z 3.682 3.682 < [
T,z 23.746 23.746 2.53
Tolll! 46 1203.90980
38
NS '" non-significant
,. = significan t at a ""0.05
r ::::reduced model
c "'"completemodel
From the table it is clear that as sumption of paral lel slope has not been violated.
2.4 .4. LINF.ARITYOF REGRESSION
The assumption of linearityof regression is concern with testing to sec if there is
a presence of curvature in the model. This test is in fact used to see if the curvature
coeffi cient which is represented by P9 contained in the complete model is zero.
COMPLETE MODEL
REDUCED MODEL
From Table 2.5 it is evident that the coefficient that represents possible curvature in the
model is equal to zero.
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TABLE2.6
ANOVA SUMMARYTABLE
SO""" DF SS MS
Regression (R) 802.55 100.32
Regression (C) 825588 91.732
Enm 38 401.36 10.56
Error 37 378.322 10.225
Quadraticeffect
Total
NS "" nun-significant
46
23.039
1203.90980
23.039
•• '" significantat €X'" 0.01
.. '"significant at (X = 0.05
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CHAPTER 3
MULTIPLE COMPARISON
PROCEDURES
3.1 INTRenUCTION
When the null hypothesis of equal treatmen t means has been rejected, we must
conclude that at least two of the treatment means differ . One way 10 determine which
means diff er is duough theuse of a multiple comparison procedure.
3.1 MULTIPL E COMPARISONS
Th is section will present differe nt te sts along with [heir associa ted simu ltaneous
confidence intervals thai may be used to compare treatmen t means in ANCOVA. Four
such tests arc outlined here. Huitema (1980) discusses [he followi ng four procedure s-
1. Fisher's least significant difference procedure.
2. Bryant-Paulson generalization of Tukey's honestly significant difference.
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3. Dunn·Bonferoni lest.
4. Scheff~ test.
All of the abovemethodsmay be used for pairwisecomparisons. A pairwisecomparison
simply compare.s [WQ group meanJ 10 see if they~ diffcr from each other, and in fact
tests the followin g hypotheses:
Ho : ~ ooIj = 'tJoolj
Ht:'tl odJ-;.tJ odj
111efinal two methods (Dunn • Beefereni, and Scheff!!) may extend beyond simple
comparisons of two means to morecomplex comparisons of groupmeans. They can be
used to explore linear combinations of treatment means.
Huitema (1980) suggests that the choice of which procedureto usc dependsupon
two factors - (i ) thetype of amrparisons , and (n) whether or nocsimulWlcou$ coe fidence
intervals are of inlen::St.
If simultaneous confidence intervals are not of interestbut the main concern is some
or all pairwise comparisons, then one shoulduse the LSDprocedure. TheBryant-Paulson
gencrnlization of Tukcy's HSO procedure will bechosen if allpairwisecomparisonsand
simultaneous confidence intervals are of interest to the experimenter. The Dunn •
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Bonfenoni proced ure is useful if the number of planned pairwise comparisons is smal l
in number. Theseplannedcomparisons maybe simpleor complexin nature. Finally, the
Schefft method on the other hand should be employed if the number of planned or
unplannedcomparisons. regardlessof complexity. is large.
3.2.1 Fisher's LSD
The followi ng test statistic has a t distribution with N • r , 1 degrees of freedom.
y l8d/and Y JadJ arc considered significantl y different j f the calcu lated value oft is greater
than the absol ute value of a t distribution with its associated degree s of freedom for a
given a level:
where
s- - • MS", [1. .1.] . ell -lIl']
Y,.. - "i.. .. n n 55
I I W,
MSreSw ANCOVA mean sq uare error
nl' ~ sample sizes for ith and jth groups
X.. XJ covariate meansfor theith andjth groups
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SSw
x
sum of squares within groups for covariate variable
The associated simultaneous confidence interval for this lest is:
where SOY,.. . Y,.. is givenas above.
3.2.2 Bryant. Paulson generalization of Tukey 's HSD
The Bryant-Paulsonlest uses the test statistic Q" whichis knownas the generalized
studentizcd range statistic:
Q, _ 'God! - 'JodJ
JMSres. [l + (MS., I SSw) ] In
where MSreSw ANCOVAmeansquareerror
M~ mean square between groups for X (ANOVA on
covariate)
SS"'x sum of squares within groups for X (ANOVA on
covariate)
The critical value for this test is Ort... c,r,N .' . O)' where c is the number of covariares under
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study and r represents the number of treatment groups.
Simultaneous confidence intervals for the Bryan t-Paulson procedure may be
calculated using the formula:
MSres", [ MS.]1+ --=' /0SSw .
3.2.3 The Dunn . Bonferoni Test
This test is concerned with planned comparisons. Before the experiment is
conducted the re searcher may be interested in simple or compl ex mean compari sons. The
test Statistic fo r the Dunn-Bonferoni test is:
where
pre-experimental contras ts
adjusted treatment mean s
sample size for each of ther groups
MSreSw ANCOVA error term
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MS", square between groups on X (ANOVA
on covari ate variabl e)
ss.,.x sum of squares within groups on X (ANOVA on
covariate variab le)
Once the absolute value of~B is computed it is then compared with a critical value of
I D8(o. t, N . , _ I)' where k is the number of planned comparison s.
Simultaneous confidenceintervals for the Dunn-Bonferoni proceduremay be
calculatedfrom theformula:
+ C'(Y'&<ll] ± loB(G,t,N-.-u x
MS [1 MS••] [(C')' (c,f . .. . . (C)']
ftSw + SSw. "'""ii;'"" + --n;- n
r
3.1.4 The Sch erff Test
The test statistic for this testi s:
. c,f, .,1C,[Y,"I) • e,[Y' "I)•
F' - r==~,;;;!",=~~==~~==
MS [1 MS••] [(Cof (c,l'. . . . • (C)']
res", + SSw, """"ii;"" + ---n:- n,
where
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C,. ttl •••• e.
Yj odj... .. Y. odj
MSre.sw
pre-experimental contrasts
adjustedeeaerem means
sample size for each of the r groups
AN COVA errorterm
mean square between groups on X (ANOVA
on covariate variable)
":,
SSw
x
sum of squares within groups on X (ANOVA
on covariate variable)
The critical value for this !est is J(r- I) f l... _U ...._u
The associa ted simultaneous confi dence intervals for Scheffe test may be obtained
by using the followi ng:
[ MS.][<C)' (,~ ("']MSreSw It ~ -.!.... ... -.!.- t ' · '''' ~SSw. 0\ rl:t n,
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3.3 Illustration
Thepurposeof this section is to illustrate one of the four procedures discussed in
the previoussection. Themethod that will be viewedhere is the LSD procedure. In our
case we are concemcd with all possible pairwise comparisons regardless of their
associatedinteTVals.
Table 2,4 (see p. 31) presented a detailed breakdown of the three main treatment
nutrients (N. P and K). From this table we concluded that the nutrients Nand P are
significant
1Dc adjUStment means for the three nutrienu groups are:
Y""4 - 22.SS
y . ... - 21.96
Yr... - 19.24
Before wecan compare the adjusted means we need the values for the quantities
MSreSw. SW
x
' The value of MSresw is 10.56 which may be obtained from Table 3.1.
TIle value of SW
x
is found by perfonningan ANOVAover the treatment groupsand has
a value of 98.37.
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A summaryof the findings an: as follows:
N and P are significantlydiffer from each other.
2. N and K are signmcantly differ from each other .
3. P and K lUC significantlydiffer from each other.
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CHAPTER 4
NONPARAMETRIC
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE
4.1 INTRODUCTION
Quade(1967)presents a methodto performa non-parameaic analysis of covariance.
Ranks are individually assigned to the X and Y data regardless of group membership.
These associated ranks are then used to determine if the r groups under study have
identical conditional population distributions. One should note that this method may be
consideredif (i) one is in doubt that the assumptions associated with a regular parametric
ANCOVA have been strongly violated.or (ii) one may want to analyze data that lake the
Connof ranks.
Letus recall that in Chapter 2 theassumption concerning equalgroupvariances was
signifkant at the 10 percent level. With this in mind one may use a non-parametric test
for funher analysis.
so
4.2 RANK ANCQVA
Non-parametric ANCOVA is concerned with testing the hypothesis that the
conditional population distribution of Y given X are the same for all the r treatme nt
populations.
Huitema (1980) presents a twelve step procedure for calculating the following
sununary table.
TABLE 4.1
NONPARAME1RIC ANCQVA
SUMMA RY TABLE
Source <if SS MS
Treatment , · 1 ,t,[t,~,) I",] SS" MS"r:-T MSE
Ermr N · , t t~~ - t [(t",) I"'] SSE1 _1j _\ I_ I _ I N'='f
Total N · I t t~~
I- l j- \
SI
Th e eight step procedure is as follows:
STEP 1 Rankthe X data regardless of group membership. Arrange the X data
in ascending order and assign a rank of one to the smallest value of X, a
rank of two 10 the next smallest and continue assigning ranks to each of
theremaining observations. If two or moreobservation are equal an
average rankmay be assigned. Once the X observations have been rnrHrl
proceed with die Y values.
STE P 2 Calculate the deviation ranks of X and Y by :
X,.. -Xf&IlIl -XrW y.- - y....... y........
STEP 3 Use the x....·s and YnoI:'s found in Step 2 to calculate a Spearman
rank-comlation coefficient rs. This is equivalent to findinga Pearson
correlationsubstitutingx..'s and y_'s for the original data.
STEP 4 An estimated deviation rank on Y (9_) is determined by multiplying fs by
Y...t. " r, (x..... )
STEP 5 If we then subtract YIUII< from we <9...... ) will create a residual called Z.
S2
STEP 6 Treatment sum of squares may becalculated by:
STEP 7 The error sum of squares is obtained by the following Cannula:
STE P 8 Finally we take the ratio of
Treatment sum of squares I r · I
Error sum of squaresIN. r
to give the F statistic.
The F statistic is then compared with F values with degrees of freedom r - 1 and
N -r. Jf ·· ,.' ", stisric exceeds this critical value we would conclude that the
conditione- " '" ,,1 . - ~ " I ,)f Y given X is not the same for all of the r treatment
populations. One should note that this procedure may be shorten by perfonning an
analysisof variance on the Z observationsobtained in Step S. A one-way ANQVA on
Z by treatmentgroup wiu produce a summary table equivalent to the above table.
S3
4.3 ll..LUSTRATION
The data in Table A.4 (AppendixA) will be analyzed in order to illustrate Quade's
method. Table A.5 (Appendix A) showsthe rankings of the original data founded in
Table A.4. With the transformed da ta we may calculate Y.-S and x,-s for the
observation s using the following :
"- = x..... . x..... . ,,-. 24.S
y_: Y.- . y .- ::: V-.· 24.S
This information is given in Table A6 (Appendix A). With y_ and x,... calcu lated we
next find the value of the Spearman rank-onJer coneJation coeffi cient. f $' Using the
SPSs/pc+ statistical package. the value of f , is .3068. Table A7 (A ppendix A)
summarizes the observed Y.-s, Y-S and the ~siduals Z by group membership. From
this table aone-way anal)"is of vari.anceusing a computer yieldedthe following summary
table :
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TABLE 4.2
Summary table
Source <If 55 M5 F
Treatme nt 5998.1940 856.8849 14.42"
Ern>c 39 2346.8407 60.1754
TOial 46 8345.0347
From this table theF statistic is highly significant, indicating that the conditional
distributior: _ 'f given X differsover the tn:atment groups.
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CHAPTER S
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The data for this experiment WCIC collected through a greenhouse experiment
conducted by Forestry Canada. The experiment was set up to evaluate the ef fects of
various fertil izers had on black spruce in the presence of a shrub know as Kalmia.
Partial F tests were used in Chapter 2 to provide answers 10 those questions
concerning the significance of the covariates and treatment factors. Of the seven
covariates that were measured. only ~, initial height of the seedling proved significant.
Also within the chapter a one-way analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) model was
developed. This model was used to determine which if any of the treatment fertilizers
contributed to the growth of the seedlings. Multiple regression based on least squares
method showed that at least two of the treatment groups significantly differed from each
other. The last pan of the chapter was concern with the validation of the four
assumptions that are associated withANCOVA . All (our were checked and appeared not
to have been violated.
Since it was discovered in Chapter 2 that significam differences between the
treatment groups exists, four multiple comparison proced ures which can be used to
S6
evaluate which treatment groups differ was Iftscnled in Oapter 3. One of the four.
proced ures, Fishe r's LSD . ~I was illustrated and it was di~ that treattnenl
fenilizcn pairs of N and P. N and K, P and K significantly differed from each other.
OJaptu 4 was concemed witha J'IOI1"paramctric approach to analysis of covariance.
By using this type of analysis it was determined thai. the conditio nal distri butions of Y
give n X were signi ficantly different for treatment group s.
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APPENDIX A
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Table A.1 contain the mean heights of each of the 47 pols and Y. the missing
observation.
TableA.l
SEEDLING HEIGHTS
AT 32 WEEKS
Treatment
REP 000 NOO OPO oaK NPO NOK OPK NPK Total
20.54 24.16 28.98 20.84 22.23 24.70 22.38 27.76 191.59
11 21.62 24.25 23.62 21.60 31.36 22.65 18.36 29.32 192.78
ill 17.64 23.75 22.92 19.14 24.18 29.40 19.38 y ' 156.41
IV 14.88 17.78 15.88 18.68 28.27 27.68 17.24 27. 12 161.53
V 14.98 24.00 19.10 20.28 40.83 26.73 21.06 25 .86 222.11
VI 18.82 19.92 17.62 19.54 24.89 27.93 15.10 28.06 171.88
Total 108.48 133.86 128.12 120.08 171.76 188.36 113.52 138.12 1102.30
• missing observation
Ylj - nTt. .. JT'J - T.:(n - I)(l - I)
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where T~·. TJ· , and T..• denote the row, column and overall total respectively
excluding the missing observation , Y. Thus the estimate of Yl 1 is
v;, _ 6(156.41) + ~~;:~.)12) - 1102.30
v;. - 26.89
The followingare the calculations associatedwhich testing the assumption of
equal treatment group variances discussedin Section 2.4.2 :
L.y,'• L. V! · (l:V'Ln,
1:y\ = 39.17 £y', • 231.17
£y', • 38.35 £y'• • 29.96
£y', • 114.73 £y', • 34.49
£y', • 6.04 £y', • 0.90
2)~ - 39.17 + 38.35 + ••• + 6.90 - 500.81
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tx',
·
25.26 I:x1S . 6.09
tx'
·
9.28 tx'. = l8.56,
tx',
·
6.38 IX27 = 12.19
l:x2•
·
2.60 :Exl • = 11.42
LX~ .. 25.27 ... 9.28 + ... t 11.42 .. 91.78
:EXYI ;;; 30.53 I xy, '" 10.32
UYI ~ 14.77 Exy, "" -0.43
l:x.Y3 ;;; 25.16 txY7 ;;; 18.81
ExY. ;;; 1.68 uY. '" -5.30
-, 2:XYw "30.53 ... 14.77 ... . . . - 5.30 • 95.54
LX Yw
J tt>~l[ y~)r~ - ..,...=..,.;;._
95.54
J(91.18)(500.81)r;'- .,........;;,;,;;;.;.._
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r~ - 0.4456
Fromthiswe can findthe residual sumof squares for lhc jth groupby using the
TABLE A.2
RESIDUALSS
BY GROUP
Group ( 1 -~.)~y'J
(1 - 0.4456)39.17 21.71
(1 - 0.4456)38.35 21.26
(1 - 0.4456)114.73 63.60
(1 - 0.4456)6.04 3.35
(l - 0.4456)231.17 128.16
(1 - 0.4456)29.96 16.61
(I - 0.4456)34.50 19.13
(1 - 0.4456)6.90 3.82
The next step is to calculate the conditional variances from each of the eight groups.
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TABLEA.3
CQNDmONAL VARIANCES
BY GROUP
Group
21.72/4 5.43
21.26/4 5.32
63.60/4 15.90
3.35/4 0.84
128.1614 32.04
16.61/4 4.15
19.13/4 4.78
3.81/4 0.96
From Table A3 the F ratio. which is the largest divided by the smallest of the
quantities is
F _ 32.04
0.84
Th e following pages illustrate the method of rank analysis of covariance.
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TABLEAA
RAW DATA BY
TREATMENT GROUP
QQQ !iQQ Qfl!
=
y x, y x, y x, y X,
14.95 9.48 19.92 1l.74 23.62 12.84 21.60 13.16
18.82 12.80 17.78 10.40 28.98 13.72 19.14 12.90
17.64 12.54 24.16 13.64 19.10 11.56 19.54 12.44
14.88 10.12 24.25 12.82 17.62 10.56 18.68 13.28
20.54 15.02 23.75 14.00 15.88 11.39 20.28 13.80
21.62 14.52 24.00 11.64 22.92 12.10 ZO.84 14.50
NPO NOK QEK ~
y X, Y X, Y x, Y X,
3l.36 12.l6 27.68 11.58 15.10 10.74 25.86 13.52
22.23 13.16 27.93 12.32 17.24 11.06 27.12 11.32
24.89 10.92 29.40 12.30 21.06 14.20 29.32 10.18
24.18 13.&6 24.70 16.12 22.38 14.40 27.76 14.00
40.53 13.72 22.65 10.46 18.36 13.28 26.89 13.lO
28.27 13.54 26.73 13.24 19.38 12.26 28.06 13.16
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TABLEA .5
TRANSFORMED DATA BY
TREATM2NT GROUP
QQQ NOO Ql'Q OOK
y- "- y- "- y- "- Y,w "-
2 1 16 1,' 27 25 21 28
11 23 8 4 44 37.5 13 26
7 21 30 36 12 12 15 20
1 2 32 24 6 6 10 3LS
18 47 28 41 4 11 17 39
22 46 29 14 26 16 19 45
NPO NDK DPK NPK
y-
"-
y- "- y- x., Y,w x'w
47 22 39 13 3 7 35 34
23 28 41 19 5 9 38 10
34 8 46 18 20 43 45 3
31 <It' 33 48 24 44 40 4 1
48 37.5 25 S 9 31.5 37 33
43 3S 36 30 14 17 32 28
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TABLEA .6
DEVIATIONS OF RANKS BY
TREATMENT GROUP
000 l!QQ OPO OQK
y.. x,.. y.. x,.. y... x, y ... x,..
-22.5 -23.5 - 8.5 - 95 2.5 .5 -3.5 3.5
-13.5 - 1.5 -16.5 -205 19.5 13.0 -11.5 1.5
-17.5 - 3.5 5.5 11.5 -12.5 -12.5 - 9.5 - 4.5
-23.5 -22.5 7.5 -0.5 -18.5 -18.5 - 14.5 7.0
· 6.5 22.5 3.5 17.0 -20.5 -13.5 - 7.5 14.5
- 2.5 21.5 4.5 · 10.5 1.5 - 8.5 - 5.5 20.5
NPO NOK QfK NPK
y.. x,.. y.. x... y... x... y... x,..
22.5 · 2.5 14.5 ·11..5 -21.S -17.5 10.5 9.5
-1.5 3.5 16.5 - 5.5 · 19.5 -15.5 13.5 -14.5
9.5 - 10.5 21.5 - 6.5 -4.5 18.5 20.5 -21.5
6.5 15.5 8.5 23.5 - 0.5 19.5 15.5 17.0
23.5 13.0 0.5 -19.5 ·15.5 7.0 12.5 8.5
18.5 10.5 11.5 5.5 ·10.5 - 7.5 17.5 3.5
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TABLEA.7
SUMMARY TABLE
Observed Estimated Y.- Residual
Dbs. y- 00.3068(><,.,) Z
-21.5 -7.21 -15.29
-13.5 -0.46 · 13.04
Group 1 -17.5 · 1.07 - 16.43
-23.5 -6.90 -16.60
- 6.5 6.90 -13.40
- 2.5 6.60 - 9.10
7 -8.5 -2.91 - 5.59
8 -16.5 -6.29 -10.21
Group 2 9 5.5 3.53 1.97
10 7.5 -0.15 7.65
11 3.5 5.21 - 1.72
12 4.5 -3.22 7.72
13 2.5 0.15 2.35
14 19.5 3.99 15.51
Group3 IS -12.5 -3.89 - 8.66
16 -18.5 5.68 -12.82
17 -20.5 -4.14 -16.36
18 1.5 -2.61 4.11
19 - 3.5 1.07 ·4.57
20 -11.5 0.46 -11.96
21 - 9.5 -1.38 · 8.12
Group4 22 -14.5 2.15 -16.65
23 - 7.5 4.45 -11.95
24 -5.5 6.29 - 11.79
2S 21.5 -0.77 23.27
26 - 1.5 1.07 - 2.57
27 9.5 -5.06 14.56
Group 5 28 6.5 4.76 1.74
29 23.5 3.99 19.51
30 18.5 3.22 15.28
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TABLE A.7 (can 't)
Observed Estimated y...... Residual
Obs. y- = 0.3068(><",J Z
31 145 -353 18.03
32 165 -1.69 18.19
33 215 -1.99 23.49
Grollp 6 34 8.5 7,21 1.29
35 0.5 -5.98 6.48
36 115 1.69 9.81
37 -21.5 -5.37 -16.13
38 -19.5 -4.76 -14.74
39 - 45 5.68 -10.18
Group? 40 - 0.5 5.98 - 6.48
41 - I S~ 2.15 -17.65
42 -10.5 -2.30 - 8.20
43 10.5 2.91 7.59
44 135 ·4 .45 17.95
45 205 -6.60 27.10
Group 8 46 15.5 5.22 10.28
47 125 2.61 9.89
48 175 1.07 16.43




